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herd size has been environmentally
constrained.
Herds have been in close
proximity
to carrying
capacity.
Average maximum carrying
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been estimated
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about 26 deer/mi 2 (Lloyd Keith,
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fall populations
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about 320,000.
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CARRYINGCAPACITY
One of the problems that DNR has
had historically
is that we have never
produced
as many deer in the forested
zones as some of our hunters
have
wanted-the proverbial
"deer behind
every tree".
The reason for that is
biological
carrying
capacity
(the
maximum number of animals that can be
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Figure 6.
Deer population
growth and
yield curves showing maximum carrying
capacity
(Kl and point of maximum
yield
(1).
Growth curve is from
McCullough (1979:120)
and yield curve
is from Downing and Guynn (1983>.
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IMPLICATIONS <STRATEGIES>
MANAGEMENT
Managing deer in the Northern Forest
herds when goals are
Regulating
Preeasy.
above "1 is comparatively
critiless
management is
cise harvest
deer are not accuIf antlerless
cal.
mortality
natural
,
harvested
rately
normally
will
nt
recruitme
and reduced
to
deer
"surplus"
cause these
wi 11 be
Underharvest
"disappear''.
natural
for by increased
compensated
and reduced recruitment.
mortality
will be
Moderate overharvest
deer
for by increased
compensated
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production
and survi~al.
Thus, a
conservative
harvest
strategy
will
appear to be as good management as a
more aggressive
harvest
program.
However, the latter
will provide many
more deer for harvest
by hunters,
and
herds and environment
can be kept more
healthy
and productive
by doing an
adequate
job of harvest.

situations
destroys
the unit history
which is important
to consistent
harvest
management.
A revision
in
deer population
goal is much less
disruptive
of the management system,
and might be given strong consideration before seeking boundary
revisions.

We' re still
learning.
During the
16 years prior
to 1976, harvests
in
the Northern Forest
averaged only
about 10¼ of the standing
herd.
In
the most recent
8 years,
this harvest
rate has increased
to almost 14¼.
Har vests of 15-20¼ are possible,
but
aggressive
harvest
strategies
require
greater
public understanding
and
support
than we have enjoyed historically . Managing northern
deer
properly
in the face of occasional
se vere winters
is a lot like coaching
h igh s c hool football;
your support
is
good when you appear to be winning,
bu t lose and the public
can become
somewhat hostile
irrespective
of the
causes for losses ! Hence , a conser vat iv e harvest
strategy
is often
c hosen .

What it takes
In the Northern Forest,
we can have
the biological
option of conducting
a
conservative
or more aggressive
antlerless
harvest
program.
But, in
the farmland range,
precise
harvest
management is necessary . The ingredients
for accurate
antlerless
harvest
quotas in farmland
include:
(ll permanent management units
so that a
harvest
histo r y and database
can be
maintained,
(2) deer population
goals
consistent
with land use needs,
(3 )
accurate
harvest
registration
to
monitor dee r population
trends,
and
(4) similar
length hunting seasons
from year to year to facilitate
interpreting
age and harvest
data.
We have this capab i l i ty for pr ec i se
harvest
management i n Wisconsin,
but a
5th ingredient
is also important . We
will continue
to need the support
and
understanding
of our many publics.

Managing deer in agricultural
zones
Regulating
deer numbers on farmland
r equires
more precise
management
(harvest
of antlerless
deer) because
population
goals are usually
below "I"
carrying
capacity.
A conservative
harvest
strategy
is inappropriate.
Unlike the Northern
Forest,
the environment does not exert
limits
on the
herd to compensate
for underharvest.
Deer will quic k ly accumulate
to
intolerable
levels.
Herds must be
regulated
at a level consistent
with
other
land uses.

Creed,
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